ABSTRACT Network management, planning, and optimization rely on accurate and complete traffic measurement. However, anomalies and missing data are inevitable in direct traffic measurement because of high measurement costs and unreliable network transport protocols. Existing traffic matrix estimation approaches concern only the outlier and ignore the structural anomaly, which often degrades the estimation accuracy drastically. To address this challenge, an anomaly-tolerant traffic matrix estimation approach called Simultaneously Estimate Traffic Matrix and Detect Anomaly (SETMADA) is presented. By utilizing the prior low-rank property and temporal characteristic of the traffic matrix, the traffic matrix estimation in the coexistence of the outlier and structural anomaly is formulated as a Prior Information Guided Matrix Completion (PigMaC) problem, where outlier and structural anomalies are modeled by the L1-norm and L2,1-norm, respectively. Furthermore, by employing the multi-blocks ADMM and stochastic proximal gradient descent, a scalable parallel optimization algorithm PigMaC-ADMM-S is proposed to solve the PigMaC problem. To our knowledge, SETMADA is the first approach that can simultaneously estimate the missing traffic matrix and explicitly sift outlier and structural anomalies. Simulation results demonstrate that SETMADA achieves better estimation performance compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, SETMADA provides an accurate localization of outlier and structural anomaly, which is the prerequisite for malfunction diagnosis in the large-scale networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic matrix in a network describes the volume of traffic that flows between origin nodes and destination nodes (OD flow), which embodies the network-level status of communication networks. It can be defined as a level of granularity arbitrarily such as groups of hosts, routers and points-ofpresence (PoPs) [1] - [3] . Network management, planning, and optimization rely on accurate and complete traffic measurement. For example, traffic engineering requires knowing the complete traffic matrix between all source and destination pairs to properly provision traffic and avoid congestion [4] .
However, it is extremely challenging to gain the accurate and complete measurement of traffic matrix because of the presence of missing values and anomalies. Since the traffic matrix needs to capture the global state of network traffic, the cost of acquiring complete direct measurements is prohibitively high, especially for a large-scale network. Even if it can be adequately measured, missing data is also inevitable because of the limited hardware or unreliable network transport protocol. As traffic matrices are very important for conducting network tasks, the accurate estimation of missing values from partial traffic measurements becomes a key problem. Moreover, it is common for some of the traffic flows rate to experience unusual changes in backbone networks, which are termed traffic volume anomalies. Based on the analysis of real traffic measurements, we reveal that there are two types of anomalies. One is outlier caused by e.g., network failures, denial of service (DoS) attacks [5] - [7] , and it has the sparse and short-lived features. By contrast, another one tends to be long-lived e.g., flash crowd events that last up to a week [6] , [7] . In this paper, we call this long-lived anomaly as the structural anomaly. Structural anomaly exists in real-world network traffic and is similar to the stripe noise in the field of image denoising. These anomalies can result in serious network congestion problems, or a bad influence on end-users and the network infrastructure. Hence detecting and diagnosing them is also a fundamental task of daily network management and network operation [8] .
Many efforts have been made to estimate missing values and detect anomalies. Wavelet analysis and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are the most widely used approaches for anomaly detection [7] , [9] - [11] . Utilizing the low-rank property of the traffic matrix, several recent studies formulate the traffic matrix estimation as a compressive sensingbased problem [12] - [14] or a matrix completion-based problem [15] , [16] . Tensor completion approach is also exploited to estimate the missing traffic data [17] . Apart from that, some other traffic matrix estimation approaches are also presented e.g., neural network-based approach [18] , deep learning-based approach [19] , etc. However, these estimation approaches do not explicitly account for anomalies or only concern outliers and accordingly incur serious performance degradation under significant outliers and structural anomalies. Moreover, most of them only consider centralized traffic matrix estimation algorithms, hence are unable to deal with the large-scale problem effectively.
To address these challenges, we present an anomalytolerant approach to Simultaneously Estimate Traffic Matrix and Detect Anomaly, which is called SETMADA. Considering the prior low-rank property and temporal characteristic of traffic matrix, we formulate the missing and anomalies corrupted traffic matrix estimation as a prior information guided matrix completion (PigMaC) problem, where the prior outlier and structural anomaly are smoothed by the L1-norm and L2,1-norm, respectively. Furthermore, based on multi-blocks ADMM proposed by Lin et al. [20] and stochastic proximal gradient descent (SPGD) proposed by Zhang et al. [21] , we design a scalable parallel optimization algorithm to solve the PigMaC problem. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to simultaneously estimate the missing traffic matrix and explicitly sift outlier and structural anomaly. Experimental results show that, compared with existing algorithms, the SETMADA achieves better performance in the coexistence of outliers and structural anomalies. In addition, the SETMADA can accurately predict the positions of outliers and structural anomalies, which is the prerequisite for malfunction diagnosis in networks.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• We propose an anomaly-tolerant traffic matrix estimation approach SETMADA based on prior information guided matrix completion. To our knowledge, this is the first approach that can simultaneously estimate traffic matrix and explicitly sift outlier and structural anomaly. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach can achieve an accurate estimation of traffic matrix in the coexistence of outliers and structural anomalies.
• We design a scalable and memory-efficient parallel optimization algorithm PigMaC-ADMM-S to solve the large-scale problem. The proposed algorithm blends the benefits of multi-blocks ADMM and stochastic proximal gradient descent so that it holds the property of superior convergence.
• In addition to estimate traffic matrix, the proposed SETMADA approach can also localize the outliers and structural anomalies accurately, which provides the basis for malfunction diagnosis in large-scale networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is summarized in Section II. Section III gives the system model and problem formulation. The parallel PigMaC-ADMM and the scalable PigMaC-ADMM-S are introduced in Section IV and Section V. Section VI reports the experimental results on both synthetic and real-world data. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the related work on the traffic anomaly detection and traffic data estimation, and then we identify the differences of our work from the existing work.
Anomaly detection has been extensively studied. Barford et al. [7] uses wavelets to decompose an original signal into high-, mid-, and low-frequency components and use the high-frequency components for anomaly detection. Lakhina et al. [5] first introduce PCA method in the studies of traffic matrices in which he claims that traffic matrices usually have low-rank property. These ideas are further developed in later works such as [9] and [10] for anomaly detection. However, PCA has several well-known limitations: it is sensitive to how many principal components are used [22] and vulnerable to data poisoning [23] . To overcome these shortcomings, Wang et al. [11] presents an iterative approach to decompose a full traffic matrix into a normal traffic matrix and an outlier matrix, which is based on the Relaxed Principal Component Pursuit (Relaxed PCP) method. Furthermore, Chen et al. [24] combines the benefits of wavelet analysis and PCA to reduce the effect of normal subspace contamination, which is the main challenge of PCA-based anomaly detection algorithm. However, as stated before, missing data is inevitable in direct traffic measurements because of high measurement cost and unreliable network transport protocol, etc. That is, the traffic measurements we have gained are usually incomplete and corrupted by anomalies.
Several studies have been made to handle the missing traffic data. Using the prior spatial-temporal structures of traffic data, Roughan et al. [12] applies rank regularization along with matrix factorization to recover traffic matrix from partial traffic measurements and accordingly proposes the SRMF algorithm. Afterward, many machine learning-based approaches are applied to traffic matrix estimation. Zhou et al. [18] proposes the Moore-Penrose inverse based neural network approach for network traffic matrix estimation with extended input and expectation maximization iteration. By training the deep belief network, Nie et al. [19] is able to learn the ill-posed inverse inference system while estimate the traffic matrix accurately. Jiang et al. [14] proposes the spatio-temporal Kronecker compressive sensing method to recover missing traffic data. To fully make use of spatial-temporal dependecies of the traffic data, Xie et al. [17] formulates the traffic data estimation as a tensor completion problem. However, all of these estimation approaches ignore the existence of anomaly, which can severely deteriorate traffic estimation quality and is unfavorable for network tasks.
Some recent studies focus on simultaneously estimating traffic matrix and detecting outliers from partial traffic measurements. Based on compressive sensing technique, Chen et al. [13] decomposes a missing traffic matrix into a low-rank traffic matrix, a sparse outlier matrix, an error matrix, and a small noise matrix. Leveraging the ability of the nuclear norm and the L1-norm to recover low-rank and sparse components, Mardani et al. [15] , [16] formulates the missing and outlier corrupted traffic matrix estimation as a convex program problem and designs the ETAM algorithm to solve it. Besides that, Zhang et al. [25] introduces a structure regularized traffic monitoring (SRTM) model to deal with traffic matrix estimation and anomaly detection in static routing conditions and further extends SRTM to dynamic routing scenarios.
However, all aforementioned estimation approaches do not explicitly account for structural anomaly in traffic measurements. As mentioned in Section I, real-world network traffic often contains not only outlier but also structural anomaly; see Fig.1 . The OD flow subjected to structural anomalies may contain large-amplitude oscillations, which is not a common feature for all the OD flows. Hence neglecting the presence of structural anomaly is not a good option to accurately estimate traffic matrix and detect various anomalies. Moreover, as the size of traffic matrix increases promptly with the network size, the computational and memory requirements increase quickly; this becomes the main challenge of estimating traffic matrix in a large-scale network. Unfortunately, most of above approaches only concern centralized estimation algorithms, hence cannot overcome large-scale problems effectively. Motivated by these issues, we present an anomaly-tolerant approach to simultaneously estimate largescale traffic matrix and detect various anomalies from partial traffic measurements.
In our previous work [26] , we formulated noise-tolerant localization in wireless sensor networks as a normregularized matrix completion (NRMC) problem and then adopted the standard ADMM to solve the NRMC problem. Inspired by the previous work [26] . In this study we further employ the matrix completion theory to solve the anomalytolerant traffic matrix estimation. However, this study is substantially different from [26] in terms of both problem models and optimization algorithms: (1) the problem models formulated are different. The previous NRMC model only took the prior Gaussian noises and outliers in range measurements into consideration, whereas in this study more prior information is considered. Specifically, our PigMaC model considers not only the Gaussian noises and outliers but also the structural anomalies and the temporal dependencies of real traffic data; (2) the optimization algorithms are different. The previous work [26] employed the centralized optimization algorithm, which is not scalable and not suitable for the large-scale problem. However, in this study, we employ the multi-blocks ADMM and SPGD to design a memory-efficient parallel algorithm, which is scalable and can be applied to the largescale network.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we present the system model and problem formulation.
Traffic matrix is the non-negative matrix that describes the volumes of traffic (in bytes, packets, or flows) between an origin node and a destination node. For a backbone network with N nodes, assuming all pairs of nodes have traffic demands, then the traffic matrix is a N × N matrix. In addition, the traffic matrix has the time dimension. Actually, a traffic matrix is measured over some time interval, and the value reported is an average. Thus the traffic from i to j averaged over [t, t + t) can be represented by Z (i, j; t). We call the traffic matrix Z ( * , * , t) a snapshot at the t-th time interval. In practice, it is difficult to accurately map IP addresses present in traffic to the true origin and destination of traffic when we examine a network. So typically the matrix is aggregated into a router-level ingress-egress traffic matrix, where Z (i, j; t) describes the traffic entering a network at router i, and leaving at router j.
The integrated traffic matrix can be considered as a 3-dimensional array Z ∈ R N × R N × R T (where there are T time intervals). It is common to take a traffic matrix snapshot of Z and stack the columns of this snapshot to form a column vector denoted by x t . For the convenience of algebraic manipulation, these vectors are expressed as the columns of a matrix X ∈ R F × R T (where F = N 2 denotes the number of OD flows). Note that a column of X represents the traffic data of all OD flows at one time interval, while a row of X represents the time evolution of a single OD flow.
Actually, the backbone network can be regarded as a directed graph G(N, L), where L and N denote the set of links and nodes (routers) of cardinality |L| = L and |N| = N , respectively. A set of end-to-end flows F with |F | = F traverses different OD pairs. In a backbone network, the number of OD flows far exceeds the number of physical links (F L). Let x f ,t represent the unknown traffic of flow f ∈ F at time t, link l ∈ L carries the fraction r l,f ∈ {0, 1} of this flow, i.e., r l,f = 1 if OD flow f traverses through link l, otherwise r l,f = 0. The total traffic carried by link l at timet is then the weighted superposition of flows routed through link l, that is y l,t = f ∈F r l,f x f ,t . The weights {r l,f } form the routing matrix R ∈ {0, 1} L×F , which is assumed fixed and given. Actually, it is common for some of the flows suffer from unusual changes, which are termed traffic volume anomalies. Thus, let a f ,t represent the unknown traffic volume anomaly of flow f at time t, the traffic carried by link l at time t is:
where T represents the time horizon comprising T intervals. In practice, link loads can be readily measured via Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) supported by most routers [5] . Introducing the matrices Y : (1) can be expressed in a compact matrix form as:
where X denotes the traffic matrix, A represents anomalous traffic flows over the time horizon T . In real traffic measurements, A is comprised of outlier matrix S and structural anomaly matrix D, as discussed in Section II. Then (2) is rewritten as:
In real traffic measurement, we usually only can acquire an incomplete and anomaly corrupted traffic matrix M . This partially sampled traffic matrix M can be decomposed into a nominal traffic matrix X , an outlier traffic matrix S, and a structural anomaly traffic matrix D. Therefore, we represent the relationship between X and M as follows:
where is the set of subscripts of sampled entries, P (·) represents the orthogonal projection operator, which is defined as:
Our aim is to simultaneously estimate traffic matrix and detect various anomalies based on link loads Y and partial traffic measurements P (M ). Taking the advantage of the intrinsic low-rank property of traffic matrix, existing matrix completion methods can be utilized to reconstruct traffic matrix X . As stated before, however, the partially sampled matrix M and link loads Y are often contaminated by short-lived but large outlier and long-lived structural anomaly. To efficiently smooth these anomalies, we further introduce the regularization technique into the standard matrix completion method. Specially, the L1-norm and L2,1-norm are employed to model the prior outliers and structural anomalies, respectively.
Additionally, we also take advantage of the prior temporal characteristic of the nominal traffic matrix, i.e., the traffic data in adjacent time intervals are often close. To capture the temporal smoothness feature of the traffic matrix, the constraint matrix applied here is I = Toeplitz(0, 1, −1), which denotes the Toeplitz matrix with central diagonal given by ones, and the first upper diagonal given by negative ones, i.e.,
This temporal constraint matrix intuitively expresses the fact that nominal traffic matrices at adjacent points in time are often similar. For instance, XI T captures the differences between two temporally adjacent elements in X . Minimizing XI T 2 F reflects the goal of making X temporally stable. VOLUME 5, 2017 Hence the missing and anomalies corrupted traffic matrix estimation can be formulated as the following Prior Information Guided Matrix Completion (PigMaC) problem:
where
Due to the non-convexity of rank function, however, the above PigMaC problem is a NP-hard problem. Following [27] , we relax matrix rank to the nuclear norm and reformulate the problem (7) as:
represents the nuclear norm of the matrix X , σ i (X ) is the ith largest singular value of matrix X .
IV. OPTIMIZING PigMaC USING PARALLEL MULTI-BLOCKS ADMM
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) is a popular algorithm for solving convex optimization problems, which can be viewed as an attempt to blend the benefits of dual decomposition and augmented Lagrangian methods. The traditional ADMM or its linearized version is just for the two-variable case and cannot be naively generalized to solve the multi-variable case because its convergence rate is no longer guaranteed. Therefore, we employ a parallel multiblocks ADMM algorithm proposed by Lin et al. [20] to solve the PigMaC problem. Compared with the traditional ADMM, the advantages of parallel multi-blocks ADMM are obvious. First, it is highly parallelizable and hence fits for parallel or distributed computing. Second, with the adaptive penalty, the convergence can be faster and it is unnecessary to tune an optimal penalty parameter. Finally, the convergence of it can be guaranteed by the theoretical result in [20] . Before elaborating the specific optimization method, we first briefly introduce the PFBS theorem that is useful for the subsequent analysis.
Theorem 1 (PFBS) [28] : Given the following unconstrained convex problem
where H is a Hilbert space, both F 1 (X ) and F 2 (X ) are proper lower semi-continuous functions, and F 2 (X ) is smooth with a Lipschitz continuous gradient. Then, the following iterative sequence will converge to a minimizer of (9):
where τ is the step size of iteration and satisfies
i.e., ∃L f > 0, for ∀X 1 , X 2 :
The augmented Lagrangian function corresponding to the problem (8) is:
where E 1 and E 2 are the Lagrange multipliers, β > 0 is the adaptive penalty parameter and · represents the standard trace inner product.
Applying parallel multi-blocks ADMM to (11) , given the initial setting X 0
we have the following iterative scheme:
Step 1: Update X . Ignoring the constant terms of (11), we have
Based on Theorem 1, we set F 1 (X ) = X * ,
Obviously, F 2 (X ) is a function that satisfies the conditions of convex, smooth and Lipschitz continuous. Calculating the gradient of F 2 (X ) in the ith iteration presented by G i :
Thus, X i+1 is represented as follows:
where η 1 = 4 4(β i ) 2 + 4σ 2 max (λ 3 I T I ) + 2σ 2 max (β i R T R)/β i is calculated by Theorem 1, in which σ max (λ 3 I T I ) denotes the maximum singular value of the matrix λ 3 I T I . Then X i+1 can be calculated by the soft-thresholding operator [29] :
Step 2: Update S. Similar to the process of calculating X i+1 , we have
where η 2 = 4 2+2σ 2 max (R T R). Setting
Then S i+1 can be calculated by the shrinkage operator [30] :
Step 3: Update D. Likewise, we also have
where η 3 = 4 2+2σ 2 max (R T R). Setting
then
Following [31] , (24) can be calculated by the iteration as follows:
End for (27) Step 4: Update E 1 .
Step 5: Update E 2 .
Step 6: Update β.
where β max = 10 10 is an upper bound of β i . The value of ρ is defined as:
where 1 ε > 0 is a threshold chosen in advance, and β 0 = nε, n is the size of traffic matrix.
Based on the aforementioned analysis, the whole optimization procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1 called PigMaC-ADMM.
Algorithm 1 PigMaC-ADMM
Input: Incomplete traffic measurements M of size F × T , the support set , link loads Y , the Toeplitz matrix I , routing matrix R, maximum number of iteration K , and the parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , ρ 0 , ε, β max , η 2 , η 3 . Output: Objective matrix X opt , outlier matrix S opt , structural anomaly matrix D opt . 1: Calculate β i+1 according to (30); 10: End for 11:
From Algorithm 1, we can observe that X i+1 , S i+1 , and D i+1 are calculated independently. That is, the variables X , S, and D are suitable for parallel computing. Furthermore, when the calculations of X i+1 , S i+1 , and D i+1 are completed, E i+1
, E i+1
2 , and β i+1 can also be calculated in parallel. Based on the above analysis, we know that PigMaC-ADMM is actually a parallel optimization algorithm, which can significantly improve the computing speed compared with the traditional sequential ADMM algorithms.
V. STOCHASTIC PigMaC-ADMM FOR LARGE-SCALE NETWORK
However, the further analysis of Algorithm 1 indicates that it is extremely memory consuming to calculate the X , S, D, and E 2 when the size of traffic matrix is very VOLUME 5, 2017 
while not converged do 3:
Construct a T × r probing matrix P i = Z / √ r, where each column of Z is drawn uniformly at random and independently of each other from
Construct
which is a low-rank stochastic gradient; 6:
Calculate S i+1 according to (21) 
large. Although we can utilize the existing distributed algorithms such as Cannon algorithm (a parallel MPI-based algorithm via block-matrix multiplication) to calculate S, D, and E 2 , the variable X still cannot be calculated in parallel because it needs to perform the singular value decomposition (SVD). As we all know, SVD is expensive because of its O(n 3 ) complexity (n is the size of traffic matrix). To address this challenge, we introduce the memoryefficient stochastic proximal gradient descent (SPGD) [21] algorithm into PigMaC-ADMM to solve the variable X .
Here we mainly construct a low-rank estimate of the gradient and further utilize incremental SVD [32] instead of traditional SVD to lower the computational cost. We call the stochastic PigMaC-ADMM as PigMaC-ADMM-S, which is summarized in Algorithm 2. Obviously, PigMaC-ADMM-S reduces space complexity to O(F + T ) when calculating X i+1 , in sharp contrast to the O(FT ) space complexity of the Algorithm 1. Theoretical analysis in [21] shows that PigMaC-ADMM-S can achieve O(logK / √ K ) convergence rate, where K denotes the number of iterations.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the proposed PigMaC-ADMM-S with the state-of-the-art SRMF [12] and ETAM [16] in terms of traffic matrix reconstruction error and the recognition accuracy of anomalies on both synthetic and real-world network datasets.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS 1) SYNTHETIC DATA
The synthetic network topology is a random graph model generated by NetworkX (a python language software package for the creation, manipulation, and functions of complex networks), which is bidirectional and comprises N = 80 nodes, L = 420 links, and F = N (N − 1) = 6320 OD flows (without regarding self-loops). We set the rank of traffic matrix q = 50 and the number of time intervals T = 6320. For each candidate OD pair, minimum hop count routing is considered to form the routing matrix R. The underlying traffic matrix X 0 follows the bilinear model X 0 = UV T with the factors U ∈ R F×q and V ∈ R T ×q having i.i.d. Gaussian entries N(0, 1/F) and N(0, 1/T ), respectively. Entries of the outlier matrix S 0 are randomly drawn from the set {−1, 0, 1} with probability Pr(s f ,t = −1) = Pr(s f ,t = 1) = p s /2. 
2) REAL-WORLD DATA
Real network data used in this paper is the public Abilene dataset (http://abilene.internet2.edu/observatory/ data-collections.html), which is collected from the operation of the Internet-2 network with 11 nodes and 41 links (Internet backbone network across the USA). The minimal time interval in Abilene datasets is 5 minutes, for a threeweek operational period during December 8-28, 2003 [16] . We choose a week traffic data from the Abilene datasets, then having F = 121, L = 41, T = 2016. Actually, the collected traffic matrix is the aggregation of nominal and outlier traffic components, which is the sum of unknown ground-truth matrix X 0 and outlier matrix S 0 . Similar to [16] , the Robust PCP algorithm [33] is applied to separate the low-rank matrix X 0 and sparse matrix S 0 . We also construct a random structural anomaly matrix D 0 by a polluted degree p d . Then these structural anomalies are injected to collected traffic matrix. The link loads in Y ∈ R 41×2016 are obtained through multiplication of X 0 + S 0 + D 0 with the Internet-2 routing matrix R ∈ R 41×121 . Moreover, the aggregate flow traffic matrix X 0 + S 0 + D 0 is sampled uniformly at random with the sampling rate to form the incomplete traffic measurements P (X 0 + S 0 + D 0 ). 
3) EVALUATION METRICS
The methodology used here is to drop some data from existing measurements at random, and then apply PigMaC-ADMM-S to estimate missing values. To evaluate the performance of PigMaC-ADMM-S, the reconstruction error and recognition accuracy of anomalies are chosen as the evaluation metrics, which are defined as follows:
• reconstruction error of traffic matrix r e :
whereX denotes the reconstructed traffic matrix, X 0 denotes the ground-truth matrix. For each setting, we conduct 10 random runs and report the average of these 10 runs.
• recognition accuracy of anomalies p r :
where a_true and a_all denote the number of anomalies recognized by PigMaC-ADMM-S and the number of true anomalies among them, respectively, a represents the actual number of anomalies. We report an average of 10 random runs.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON SYNTHETIC DATA
We first carry out some experiments to evaluate the performance of PigMaC-ADMM-S on large-scale synthetic traffic data. From [12] and [16] we can find that the SRMF is a centralized estimation algorithm, while the ETAM is the distributed one. Therefore, the SRMF is unable to deal with synthetic traffic matrix of size 6320 × 6320. Here we only compare PigMaC-ADMM-S with ETAM in terms of above evaluation metrics on synthetic data. In advance, both outlier ratio p s and structural anomaly ratio p d are set to be 4%. Fig.2 shows the performance under different sampling rates ranging from 2% to 98%. From Fig.2 (a) we observe that PigMaC-ADMM-S can reconstruct traffic matrix with a smaller error than ETAM. Specifically, the reconstruction error that PigMaC-ADMM-S achieves is about 0.01 when the sampling rate reaches up to 40%, while the reconstruction error of ETAM is nearly 0.11. Furthermore, PigMaC-ADMM-S can accurately predict the positions of outliers and structural anomalies when the sampling rate within a certain range. Fig.2 (b) shows the evolution of outlier recognition accuracy with the sampling rate increases. The recognition accuracy of outliers using PigMaC-ADMM-S is close to 100% when the sampling rate reaches 30%. In contrast, ETAM is unable to accurately recognize outliers even when the sampling rate is 98%. What's more, the positions of structural anomalies are also accurately recognized by the proposed algorithm when the sampling rate is close to 30%, as plotted in Fig.2 (c) . Therefore, we can localize the origin-destination pairs that suffer from the structural anomalies, which provides the basis for malfunction diagnosis in large-scale networks.These simple tests manifest the fact that structural anomalies do affect the performance of ETAM in estimating traffic matrix and detecting outliers. It is also demonstrated that the proposed algorithm has the good ability to estimate traffic matrix and detecting different types of anomalies in the large-scale environment.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON REAL-WORLD DATA
Next, we evaluate the performance of traffic matrix estimation and anomalies detection on the real-world dataset. We design the four categories of experiments under the following anomaly conditions.
• NONS: no outlier, no structural anomaly.
• WONS: with outlier, no structural anomaly.
• NOWS: no outlier, with structural anomaly.
• WOWS: with outlier, with structural anomaly.
1) TRAFFIC MATRIX ESTIMATION UNDER NONS
In this experiment, we assume that there is no anomaly in the incomplete traffic measurements. With the increase of sampling rate, the reconstruction error of each algorithm decline rapidly and finally maintain at a low level; see Fig.3 . We observe that SRMF achieves a similar performance with PigMaC-ADMM-S, while ETAM performs slightly worse than both of them especially when the sampling rate is below 50%. The reason is that ETAM fails to take advantage of the temporality of nominal traffic, which is an important prior information to optimize the reconstruction accuracy.
2) TRAFFIC MATRIX ESTIMATION UNDER WONS
In this experiment, we assume that only outliers are presented in the incomplete traffic measurements. Fig.4 (a) depicts the change of reconstruction error with the sampling rate increases. PigMaC-ADMM-S and ETAM are still effective in estimating traffic matrix under the interference of outliers. In contrast, the reconstruction error of SRMF is relatively high (about 0.14) even if the sampling rate approaches 98%, which indicates that SRMF is incapable of handling outliers. Additionally, Fig.4 (b) shows that all outliers are recognized by PigMaC-ADMM-S and ETAM when the sampling rate is close to 30%.
3) TRAFFIC MATRIX ESTIMATION UNDER NOWS
In this experiment, we assume that the incomplete traffic measurements are only affected by structural anomalies, and the ratio of structural anomalies is fixed at 4%. We highlight the different performances among these three algorithms in Fig.5 (a) . Clearly, we find that SRMF and ETAM are unable to reconstruct the traffic matrix accurately under the interference of structural anomalies even if the sampling rate reaches up to 98%. On the contrary, PigMaC-ADMM-S achieves a good performance in handling and recognizing structural anomalies. Fig.5 (b) shows that structural anomalies are accurately recognized when the sampling rate is about 30%. This experiment together with the one in part B corroborates that structural anomalies indeed affect the performance of existing algorithms in estimating traffic matrix.
4) TRAFFIC MATRIX ESTIMATION UNDER WOWS
In this experiment, we assume that the incomplete traffic measurements are corrupted by both outliers and structural anomalies. Fig.6 (a) depicts the evolution of reconstruction error for above three algorithms with the structural anomaly ratio fixed at 4%. It is apparent that PigMaC-ADMM-S markedly outperforms both SRMF and ETAM under the interference of mixed anomalies. Besides that, PigMaC-ADMM-S can recognize the positions of outliers and structural anomalies simultaneously when the sampling rate is more than 40%, as plotted in Fig.6 (b) and Fig.6 (c) . In contrast, ETAM cannot recognize outliers well because of the interference of structural anomalies.
From the above four categories of experiments, we know that the existing algorithms can recover traffic data in the condition of without anomaly or only outlier. However, if structural anomaly exists, the performances of them will be obviously worse. The key reason why PigMaC-ADMM-S outperforms the existing algorithms is our approach advocates joint estimation of nominal traffic, outlier, and structural anomaly.
5) COMPARISON WITH RELAXED PRINCIPAL COMPONENT PURSUIT (RELAXED PCP)
Finally, we conduct some tests compared with Relaxed PCP algorithm reported in [11] to assess the impact of structural anomalies on recognizing outliers. To satisfy the condition of Relaxed PCP algorithm, we assume there is no missing data in traffic measurements, which is obviously an ideal situation. From Fig.7 we know that increasing the structural anomaly ratio from 0 to 5% lowers the recognition accuracy by about 26.8% using Relaxed PCP algorithm. As for PigMaC-ADMM-S, the recognition accuracy of outliers maintains at a high level (exceeds 99%) and is little affected by structural anomalies even in varying proportions. In the case of missing values, the Relaxed PCP can also be extended to low-rank matrix completion model to recover traffic matrix. However, PigMaC-ADMM-S still outperforms Relaxed PCP as our model considers more prior information in estimating missing values. This observation corroborates that Relaxed PCP is incapable of detecting outliers under the interference of structural anomalies, and highlight the robustness of the proposed algorithm in detecting outliers.
VII. CONCLUSION
This work focuses on the robust traffic matrix estimation in the coexistence of outlier and structural anomaly. In order to address this problem, we propose an anomaly-tolerant traffic matrix estimation approach SETMADA, which can simultaneously estimate missing traffic data and detect anomalies. The two main innovations of this work include the problem modeling and problem solving. For problem modeling, we jointly introduce the popular multi-norms regularization technique and the traffic matrix's temporal characteristic into the traditional matrix completion model to formulate the anomaly-tolerant traffic matrix estimation as a Prior Information Guided Matrix Completion (PigMaC) problem. For problem solving, we employ the multi-blocks ADMM and SPGD to design a memory-efficient parallel PigMaC-ADMM-S algorithm, which can be well scalable for the large-scale network. Simulations results on both synthetic and real-world datasets show that, compared with the state-ofthe-art algorithms, the proposed approach not only achieves a promising estimation accuracy improvement in the existence of structural anomaly but also can provide accurate localization of outlier and structural anomaly. 
